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Why Your Business Needs
MARKETING AUTOMATION
Automation is the new imperative for
sales,marketing, and operational excellence
Today's technology savvy companies are using automation and personalization to deliver experiences that matter to their
customer, building trust and loyaltyone email and one click at a time. Many organizations, however, have faced challenges taking
advantage of these trends, and have been unable to continuously deliver relevant content to the right user at the right time,
consistently across all channels. Theanswer is automation, and there is no bettertime than now to begin your journey through
the spectrum.
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Memorable Experience = Mind Share = Market Share
Humanize
interactions

Today'scustomers have
higher expectations than ever...

Be consistent
across channels

Be
Responsive

Speak about
mypassionand pain

Tell me
what you stand for

Rewardme
for my loyalty

Keep my
credentialssafe

Adding value allthetime = Marketing thatisalways on

Make Marketing the Department that Never Sleeps
If you are a frequent online shopper and internet
user, there's a good chance that you are
constantly receiving personalized offers and
other promotions aligned with your purchasing
and visiting habits. This concept is called
"Always on Marketing." Always on Marketing is
based on the premise that your relationships
with your customers never stop.

The days of traditional campaigns focused on
big budget TV, Radio, and Print advertisements
run on certain days,or in certain seasons, or
during specific events is largely over.

Still skeptical?
Keepreading for
8 more reasons
automation can work
wonders in your
organization.

Marketing has become a conversation, a
continuing dialogue happening across multiple
channels, providing consistent, persuasive and
personalized messaging. The goal is to provide
meaningful and useful content that pushes the
customer towards an action.

Experienceimpacts the Bottom Line
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1.Obtain a 360 degree view of your customer
Marketing automation enablesyou to acquire insights and intelligence to know your customers better and develop a 360 degree view of their experiences
and actions. A modern marketing automation framework generates awealth of data beyondtraditional sources including demographics,psychographics,
and behavior andtransactional data. Youcanalsoinclude geographicalinformation, referral andsocial data,sharing statistics, intention and propensity
information, anddetailed data about your channels.

Customer Data Integration

Create Customer Profile

Do you have one view of your customer data accessible
anywhere at anytime?
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5.DEPLOY

[Why] - Retain Existing Customers [Upsell]+ Attract New Customers [Acquire]
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Why – Marketing automation is an essential part of the seamless flow of information in your
organization, enabling you to be more customer centric and proactive with your audiences.

accurrace content.

3. Use predictive intent to make your campaigns more intelligent.
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4.Synchronizeyour customer journey andyour organizationaldelivery journey
A customer journey map is a visual depiction of the activities, expectations, emotions, and perceptions that customers experience throughotu their
relationship with a company's products, services, and people. An organizational delivery journey illustrates the different touch points, processes, and
teams required to support your sales and marketing efforts. Synchronizing the two ensures that your customers are properly supported by the right
people at the right time--with the right information about the customer or prospect readily available.
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1 Video Marketing
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Sales Enablement
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2 Event Marketing (Webinar, Roadshows,Etc. )
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Lead Development
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Upsell
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Define Market Segments --> Design Campaigns

Account Based Marketing
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5. Return on Engagement is one of the Reasons
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6. Mobile Enabled Campaigns 7. Improved ROI
Calculation
In 2018,its been recorded that the digitalad
spends on smartphones exceeded than on
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How to Start?
The above benefits we explored above should be an eye-opener for businesses that have not yet procured a marketing
automation platform.

Create your Marketing Sales Tech landscape

Yammer
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MicrosoftTeams
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Marketing
Automation Tools

Collaboration &
Productivity

Sales Insights

Why Korcomptenz?
Our holistic view on the transformational nature of technology, allows us to leverage a wide variety of platforms and tools such
as Magento, Kentico, Wordpress, Drupal, Mautic, Shopify, Salesforce Commerce Cloud, Salesforce Marketing Cloud, Dynamics
365 Sales and Dynamics 365 Marketing, to meet specific business challenges across various functions in your enterprise including
sales, marketing, mobile, infrastructure and operations.

Korcomptenz is a seasoned technology partner, with proven capabilities to help your organization, harness the best that changing
technologies have to offer, empower your employees to achieve operational excellence and delight your customers. Let us help
you with your digital transformation journey today!

DISCLAIMER: The content provided in this document is intended solely for general information purposes. The content was compiled
with reasonable care and attention at the time of its release. However, it is possible that some information in this document is
incomplete, incorrect, out-dated, or inapplicable to particular circumstances or conditions. KORCOMPTENZ does not accept liability
for direct or indirect losses resulting from using, relying or acting upon information in this document.
This document may content logos, trademarks, service marks or other insignia owned by third party organizations. The use of any
such items does not constitute an endorsement, sponsorship, or any formal association with the respective owner. The respective
owner retains all rights and title to their intellectual property.

Korcomptenz is a technology transformation provider that partners with clients to
improve their digital experience and insight. Weunlock the power of technology in
the areas of ERP,CRM,infrastructure management, and cloud to empower our
clients with intelligent and experiential solutions. We#FocusOnYou.

Discover how we #FocusOnYou at www.korcomptenz.com

Get in touch with us:
+1 (973) 601 8770 | sales@korcomptenz.com
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